Continuing their partnership with Geiger Textiles, BassamFellows creates the textile duo, Milaner and Capri. This pair is reminiscent of hand-woven materials, privileging integrity of construction and blending of natural fibers—including wool, alpaca, and cotton. Crafted at a fine Italian weaving mill using the perfect blend of industrial technologies and artisanal techniques, each pattern is distinct, yet highly complementary.

Milaner is a plain weave with a mixture of yarns in varying sizes, both heavy and fine. This mélange of fibers—wool, acrylic, alpaca, cotton, nylon, and rayon—creates a heathered texture evidenced through a subtle checked appearance. Milaner features a soft hand, reminiscent of fine suiting material, created in part by the alpaca content. Its color palette ranges from beiges to dark brown, a deep navy, and gradation of greys, with a bold crimson accent.

Capri is a highly textured fabric. It’s woven with a combination of loosely spun, irregular heavy yarn and a finer, more tightly spun cotton, which recedes in the fabric’s background to give Capri a multidimensional effect. As a result, areas of varying density emerge. Despite its uneven appearance, Capri’s high cotton content gives it a soft hand, making it appropriate in almost every climate. For added ease of upholstering and maintenance, we’ve added a light acrylic backing and stain resistant finish. Capri’s color range begins with a billowy snow white and a pair of browns in chestnut and beige. It includes a palette of greys in four hues with the darkest featuring discreet strains of aubergine. A rust-tinged red rounds out the colorway.
Milaner and Capri
A PAIRING OF TEXTILES
BY BASSAMFELLOWS

MILANER
Application: Seating
Net Price: $82 per yard
Price Group: 7
Content: 56% Wool, 10% Acrylic, 10% Alpaca, 10% Cotton, 8% Nylon, 6% Rayon
Abrasion: 70,000+ Cycles, Martindale
Flammability: CA TB 117-2013
Number of Colorways: 8

CAPRI
Application: Seating
Net Price: $80 per yard
Price Group: 7
Content: 36% Cotton, 32% Acrylic, 24% Rayon, 8% Polyester
Finish: PFOA-Free Stain Resistant
Backing: Acrylic
Abrasion: 80,000+ Cycles, Martindale
Flammability: CA TB 117-2013
Number of Colorways: 8

All fabrics meet ACT Performance Guidelines for contract use.
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